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Does your child have got rages, OCD, tics, aggressive behavior, prolonged tantrums and/or
nervousness? Is your child exhibiting sudden behavioral changes or a developmental
regression? In this book you will learn:• What PANS, PANDAS, and Autoimmune Encephalitis are
and just why so many kids are being diagnosed with these conditions.• How PANS is treated.
Children in america are being diagnosed with PANS at an extremely concerning rate.• So why
PANS is so commonly seen in kids with autism. Why is a child vulnerable to these conditions?
Most of all, what you can do to bring to provide our kids back again to good health? Your
son or daughter may have PANS.• What can cause PANS. What is behind this epidemic? PANS
(Pediatric Acute-starting point Neuropsychiatric Syndrome) can be an umbrella term which
includes diagnoses such as for example PANDAS, PITANDS, and Autoimmune Encephalitis--all of
which describe a condition marked by concerning psychiatric and physical symptoms that
frequently appear suddenly.• How to get to the root cause(s) of PANS.• What leading PANS
experts need to say about the cause and treatment of PANS.• What parents of children with
PANS did to bring their kids back to good wellness. Epidemic Answers is definitely a 501c3 non-
profit organization dedicated to reestablishing vibrant health inside our children and ourselves
through education, empowerment and prevention.
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focus is on non traditional approaches to PANS/PANDAS It isn't clear from the explanation, but
this publication is nearly entirely about nontraditional approaches to PANDAS/PANS. If you
want to understand all about supplements people have tried and loved, that is for you. If you
prefer a more scientific, evidence based method of treatment and management, it's hardly
touched upon in this publication and is normally hard to sort from all of the alternative stuff.
Such an essential topic!The medical community supports the use of Complimentary and
Alternative Medicines (CAMS) to assist traditional medicine or alternatively when traditional
medicine fails to work. with an extremely sick child, and I am uncertain yet what I think of the
book, which focuses away from the main approaches taken by the NIMH. For parents and kids
grappling with the daily struggle of living with PANS/PANDAS, this book gives advice and
options for living a healthier life. The information pays to and practical and can help a parents
coping with a child with PANS get around the medical world just a little better.but some of that
garbage is what got most families into the position they're in! A great resource for a complex
problem As a practicing doctor for almost 20 years, I have increasingly seen the amount of
children in my practice with PANS rise, with little information out there for parents on how to best
help the youngster. I am an M. This important topic! Every parent, teacher, college nurse and
pediatrician ought to know about these underlying conditions Research Works with
Complimentary and Alternative Medicine This books does an incredible job of providing
parents with resources that supplement traditional methods. This publication assists parents in
that process and is an invaluable resource. The fact that PAN/PANDAS remains mainly
unresearched by traditional medicine implies that its best methods might not work best.D.
Incredibly valuable! I think it is usually wisest to check out the information of NIMH (antibiotics,
NSAIDS, steroids, maybe IVIg etc) then add on as a lot of the clean diet/de-stress/rest a lot
advice as possible, then choose from the remainder offered by the publication. This book
present parents a way to fill in the gap left traditional medication and research is wearing
PANS/PANDAS treatment plans. Must read for true, true recovery! An MD says adhere to modern
medicine before trying the natural techniques outlined in the reserve. This book and the other
book by this author absolutely saved our family!... This is an excellent resource on how to
identify and obtain help for a child with PANS. If you're looking at this book it's because you
understand in your center there exists a better answer, for true healing! A very important go
through for parents of kids with Pans and Pandas This book is indeed helpful to parents of
children with Pans or Pandas. However, these parents have too much to navigate to discover
healthcare professionals that truly understand how to treat their children. Traditional medicine
treats PANS/PANDAS as a infection and much of the guidance relies on research nearly ten
years old.
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